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GUITAR OPTIONS
    Each guitar option contains nylon strings, rather than metal, that are a lot 

softer on the fingers of a beginning guitar student.

¾ SIZED OPTIONS    

    GUITAR 1: J&Z (36 inch)                            $89.99
 This guitar comes with an accessories bundle that includes:

A waterproof guitar bag
A guitar tuner with battery
2 guitar picks
1 guitar wipe
guitar strap

    

    GUITAR 2: PYLE (36 inch)                        $54.93
This guitar comes with an accessories bundle that includes:

A guitar bag
A guitar tuner and batter
guitar strap
2 guitar picks
Replacement strings

    GUITAR 3: PYLE (36 inch)                        $54.99
This guitar comes with an accessories bundle that includes:

A guitar bag
A guitar tuner and batter
guitar strap
2 guitar picks
Replacement strings

Buy Now

Buy Now

Buy Now

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B088FZW8FV/ref=cm_sw_r_cp_api_i_h0.pFb69WRATG

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07FHZC61S/ref=cm_sw_r_cp_api_i_WY.pFb4P02RZZ

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07NVWXTQQ/ref=cm_sw_r_cp_api_i_MZ.pFbJ9G105H

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B088FZW8FV/ref=cm_sw_r_cp_api_i_h0.pFb69WRATG



GUITAR OPTIONS
    Each guitar option contains nylon strings, rather than metal, that are a lot 

softer on the fingers of a beginning guitar student.

FULL SIZED OPTIONS      

GUITAR 4: ADM (39 inch)                            $98.99
 This guitar comes with an accessories bundle that includes:

A guitar bag
A guitar tuner and battery
A foot stool
A guitar capo
Replacement strings
 

    

 GUITAR 5: Strong Wind (39 inch)                     $79.99
This guitar does not come with a full accessories bundle,
but of course with a guitar bag!

A guitar bag
A guitar tuner and batter
guitar strap
2 guitar picks
Replacement strings

GUITAR 6: Ashthorpe (39 inch)                        $89.99
This guitar comes with an accessories bundle that includes:

A guitar bag
3 guitar picks
Guitar strap
Replacement strings

Buy Now

Buy Now

Buy Now

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B00L2282QO/ref=cm_sw_em_r_mt_dp_eiJJFb76F70NN

 https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07PQ5XNDD/ref=cm_sw_em_r_mt_dp_DIfQFb2TC5FZP

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B089NWHBFY/ref=cm_sw_em_r_mt_dp_QJfQFbAND742Y


